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Prologue
• The advent of the TR resistance meter via the Council for Independent
Archaeology (CIA) enabled amateur societies to get involved in
geophysics and the addition of the Wenner probe arrangement and file
conversion for analysis provided a 3D capability using Electrical
Resistance Tomography (ERT).
• BACAS has found this so useful that they have also acquired the full
version of RES2DINV for analysis.
• Amateur societies play a complementary role to professional groups,
in that they can undertake tasks for which there is no budget and also
long-term research studies.

Probing solid surfaces
• During work in the Roman Baths, Bath, reported in 2018, we were not allowed to
penetrate into the (earth) floor with our probes, so we found a way of supporting them
in upturned plastic beer tumblers with a hole punched through the bottom. We have
since refined this by using plastic soup containers, which are more sturdy.
• One line of probes had to extend out on to a stone flag surface. We had to keep the
stones continually wetted. We solved this later by inserting soaked sacking next to the
probe in the container.

Two churches asked if we could find
vaults they believed were under the floor.
St Mary, Westwood,
near Bradford on Avon,
Wiltshire

St James, Cameley,
near Bath.
(Churches
Conservation Trust)

Westwood (1)
• This plaque is half way along the south wall of the nave.
• Note the bottom line.
• We were asked ‘Is
there actually a vault
under here?’

Westwood (2)
• Our measurement started at the east wall,
under the altar, through the centre of the
chancel, nave, under the tower and up
steps where it ended on recently laid
stonework with impervious matting below.
It was very difficult to obtain readings on
this surface.

Westwood (3)
• There appear to be a number of vaults including under the wall plaque.

Cameley (1)
• The floor beneath the gated
bench, far right, at Cameley
is said to have collapsed a few
years ago, revealing a vault. A
line was set up from the altar
step (which was on a raised
wooden dais), offset to avoid
a grating and a brass, through
chancel and nave to entrance
to vestry under the tower arch.

Cameley (2)
• The profile again
shows a large void
just to the east of the
door, where it was
expected. There was
another possible,
smaller vault by the
chancel arch, where
there was a floor
memorial, and there
was also another in
the chancel.

Inside and out
• With both churches, we also ran a profile outside, as near against one
wall as we could, but using coarser probe spacing, as shown below.
• These have been aligned, and indicate the footings of the church.

Comment (1)
• The method has shown itself successful in locating vaults, but clients
have been surprised at the shallowness of them.
• Recent work at Great Bedwyn, Wiltshire, has shown a similarly
apparent shallow chamber (1 m) under the floor of the vestry, where
the boiler room floor was about 2 m below.
• More work needs to be done to understand this effect.
• The plots appear to show footings going down deeper.

Comment (2)
• Preparations can take some patience. Some surfaces wet faster than
others, and can require regular wetting during measurement for good
probe contact and stable readings.
• Tiles are more difficult to wet, particularly polished Victorian tiles.
• Avoid iron gratings, brass monuments and suspended wooden floors.
• Know where the Victorian heating ducts are.
• …and some one has to mop up afterwards!

